Grayscale Enabled by nTune™ Technology
Shades of Gray without affecting task illumination

Choice of 3
contrast settings

Pattern modulation without
impacting lumen output

Rubik Grayscale has the look of a
beautiful mosaic in shades of gray.
The mosaic effect can appear in

4000
lumens

subtle or more dramatic tones or
can even be made dynamic without
impacting task illumination.
Standard
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Mainstream Dynamic
Grayscale with nTune™
Technology

4000
lumens

nTune is an all digital
control network within an
nLight enabled luminaire. Take white light
to new levels with Grayscale. Distinction,

Enhanced

playfulness and interest usher in a new

=

way to light spaces using dappled
light without compromising volumetric
performance. Ideal for modern and

4000
lumens

decorative patterns that either stand
alone or integrate with additional layers
of light.
Maximum

Rubik™ Family
A Revolutionary Design Vocabulary
for the Grid
Rubik™ empowers creativity without
complexity in its ultimate palette of high
quality volumetric luminaires for the
standard grid ceiling.

3 Forms
Build traditional or uniquely patterned
layouts designed to provide ambient
illumination.

4 Luminous Styles
Create distinctive designs with our
luminous styles including Mainstream
Dynamic features - Tunable White,
Grayscale and Color Accent - in addition
to Static White.

Wallpod Options:

Wallpod Options:

nPODM 2P DX GRSC

nPODM 4S DX GRSC

Static White

Tunable White

Grayscale

Color Accent

• Simple plug & play installation by utilizing the nLight network

All designs can be combined in

• Dimming capabilities to raise and lower light levels

a single vision and all deliver high

• Adjustability of Grayscale Speed within a full range
• Customize your application with SensorView™

quality volumetric lighting for practical
performance and design impact.

A+ Capable configurations
compatible with A+ certified
solutions. A+ Certified
solutions from Acuity
Brands help you quickly
and confidently select and
implement lighting systems,
for indoor or outdoor applications, that are both
compatible and consistent.
For lighting applications, A+ means verified
consistent performance, visual appearance
and system interoperability of all luminaires and
controls within the certified solution. For lighting
professionals, it means confidence that all parts
of the lighting system will work together and meet
common Acuity Brands specifications.
Go to www.acuitybrands.com/aplus or contact
your local Acuity Brands representative for
more information.
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